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There's some fall colors

“Winter is an etching, spring a watercolor, summer an oil
painting and autumn a mosaic of them all.” Stanley Horowitz
“And all at once summer collapsed into fall.”

Oscar Wilde

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Glenn Hansen – November 26th
A JOKE FOR YOU
I was driving when I saw the flash of a traffic camera. I figured
that my picture had been taken for exceeding the limit even
though I knew that I was not speeding
Just to be sure, I went around the block and passed the same
spot, driving even more slowly, but again the camera flashed.
Now I began to think that this was quite funny, so I drove even
slower as I passed the area once more, but the traffic camera
again flashed.
I tried a fourth and fifth time with the same results and was
now laughing as the camera flashed while I rolled past at a
snails pace.
Two weeks later, I got five tickets in the mail for driving without
a seat belt.
You know, you just can't fix stupid.

SHOULD I BE RIDING ON ATV/UTV SNOW TIRES THIS
WINTER? Tires-easy.com
The leaves are changing color and the first frost will soon
harden the ground in many parts of the country. Along with
the cold temperatures comes the excitement of the hunting
season and outdoor winter activities; especially for those with

all-terrain vehicles (ATV) and utility vehicles (UTV). If you have
not already done so, now is the time to begin winterizing your
adventure vehicle. You may need ATV snow tires or new all
terrain tires that work well on snow. Finding the most efficient,
high-quality ATV tires for your specific needs is important for
ensuring maximum enjoyment and safety during the hunt or
whatever activities you have planned throughout the winter
months.

DO I NEED ATV SNOW TIRES?
Likely not. Almost any ATV tire will work on packed or
hardened snow. The benefits of a dedicated ATV snow tire are
most obvious when riding after a heavy snowfall, on untracked
trails or in heavy wet snow. If you use your ATV mostly before
winter weather hits and only occasionally after a fresh
snowfall, a good all-terrain or even a mud tire should get you
through the winter without problems. If you do ride yearround and live in an area with frequent snow, you would
definitely enjoy the added traction of an ATV snow tire.
Unfortunately, there are trade offs to all that extra snow
traction. For one, dedicated ATV snow tires are expensive.
Secondly, you would need to change them out every spring
which has the added risk of damage to the beads during the biannual mounting process (unless you have an extra set of rims).
Thirdly, ATV snow tires are very specialized and only a few
manufacturers even produce a dedicated snow/winter tire for
ATVs, Quads or Utility vehicles.
Continued

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS?
The alternative to a dedicated set of ATV snow tires is a set of
good all-terrain tires with the tread features that aid in deep
snow traction. Also, certain ATV mud tires and all-terrain tires
can be studded. Studs will greatly improve grip in deep snow,
packed snow and on ice, so this is a fairly common solution for
many riders in northern states. Another option is snow chains.
These are easily installed for the occasional ride on the snow
and an excellent solution if your regular tires aren't providing
the grip you want.

WHAT MAKES A GREAT ATV SNOW TIRE?
For deep snow traction, you want to stay floating on top of the
surface as much as possible and not digging down into the
snow, just like in sand, you want to avoid excessive wheel spin,
so wider tires with tread paddles or independent blocks
running radially across the tread work best. Deep chevron
shaped paddles like you find on ATV mud tires generally cause
the tire to dig too deep in loose snow. The wide bars and large
void area between the tread on this type of tire also mean less
radial edges and direct contact to a packed snow or ice surface.
The result is less grip on well traveled packed snow and icy
trails.
The type of tread rubber compound is also a consideration.
ATV snow tires have rubber compounds that stay more pliable
at colder temperatures. The softer rubber of ATV snow tires

provides more grip on ice and on cold dry roads and trails
because the rubber flexes around terrain irregularities and
obstacles. If you do need the versatility of an all-terrain tire,
pick one that has an all season tread compound. This at least
assures you the tread rubber won't overly harden in cold
temperatures. Top picks for winter riding all have good four
season tread rubber.

BACK COUNTRY KITCHEN VITTLES
Dutch Oven Potatoes
½ to 1 lb. bacon
3 lg. onions, thinly sliced and separated into rings
5 lb. potatoes, peeled and thinly sliced
salt and pepper to taste
1 to 2 c. Cheddar cheese, grated
Cut bacon into 1-inch pieces. Place in a 12-inch Dutch
oven and put on fire to “cook”. Stir the bacon frequently
to prevent scorching. When browned, use 1/3 of the
potatoes to make a layer over the bacon pieces. Using
1/3 of the onions, make a layer over the potatoes. Salt
and pepper to taste. Continue making layers until the
oven is full, adding salt and pepper as you go. Do not
over fill the oven or the lid will not seat properly and the
food will take longer to cook. Place the lid on the oven

and cook on a 350 degree fire, 8 to 10 briquettes under
the oven. If the potatoes do not cook fast enough more
coals can be added under the oven or you can combine
the “basic” cooking method with the “baking” method
and add 10 to 13 coals to the lid. Check the potatoes by
stirring every 5 minutes. Test potatoes for doneness by
piercing with a knife or fork. When potatoes are done,
top with cheese. Replace lid and return the oven to the
fire until the cheese is bubbly. Serve immediately. This
recipe will serve 12 to 15 hungry campers.
SPONSOR OF THE MONTH
Gateway Marina
250 W. Harrison St.
Harrison, Id 83833
Gateway Marina is one of only a few Marina’s on Lake
Coeur d’Alene. Gateway Marina has a restaurant, full
bar with a resort liquor license, gas pumps on both land
and water, two convenience stores and 50 rented boat
slips and other ancillary small profitable businesses. As
to my understanding, Gateway Marina is closed and for
sale as of October 7th, 2018.

TIDBITS FROM YOUR EDITOR
It's been a long time since we have been able to attend
one of our rides or meetings. Your club President is
recuperating, albeit very slowly. As you probably know
he is now wearing a wound vac and all the apparatus that
goes with it, having multiple appointments weekly for
dressing changes, etc.. But the wound vac seems to be
working and things are healing. No word yet as to when
he will be rid of it and the walker. Not soon enough for
him.
As we haven't been able to attend any rides or meetings
I feel very out of touch with what's going on with the club
and our friends there.
The only things that I know about is that we have elected
a new Vice President, a couple of new board members,
and a good one stayed on. Nancy will have more on that
in her meeting minutes I'm sure. I also know we are
having our annual Christmas Party at the Eagles Lodge in
Hayden on Saturday, December 1st at 5:00p.m. We are
looking forward to that and the good fellowship with
friends, good food, gift exchange, raffle and silent
auction. I know Nancy sent out a flyer on this party. Plan
to attend as it’s a great time every year. Remember to
bring your food donation for the food bank of our choice.

I like that it's not as far for us to go this year. Sorry you
out of towners. It's our turn now.
I understand there will be a ride on Saturday, November
10th with the North Idaho ATV Club to Harrison, Idaho to
support TOYS FOR TOTS. Nancy sent out an email on this
November 5th. If you have any questions please check
for your email or contact Nancy Conley.
Well I think that's all I have to share except we want to
wish you all a very Happy Thanksgiving! On Thanksgiving
we’ll be saying an extra thanks for you. Hopeful we are
to see you at the next club meeting.
HAVE FUN IN ALL YOU DO AND DO ALL YOU CAN DO!

